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Abstract: The study presents results from applying the Real Aperture Radar interferometry tech-
nique and Digital Image Correlation through a mobile phone camera to identify static and dynamic
deformations of a gantry during surveying operations on the Michelangelo’s David at the Galleria
dell’Accademia di Firenze Museum in Florence. The statue has considerable size and reaches an
elevation of more than seven meters on its pedestal. An ad-hoc gantry was designed and deployed,
given the cramped operating area around the statue. The scanner had a stability control system that
forbid surveying in instrument movements. However, considering the unicity of the survey and
its rare occurrence, the previous survey had been carried out in the year 2000; verifying stability
and recording deformations is a crucial task, and necessary for validation. As the gantry does not
have an on-board stability sensor, and considering the hi-survey accuracy requested, a redundant,
contactless, remote monitoring system of the gantry and the statue stability was chosen to guarantee
the maximum freedom of movement around the David to avoid any interference during scanning
operations. Thanks to the TInRAR technique, the gantry and the statue were monitored with an
accuracy of 0.01 mm. At the same time, a Digital Image Correlation analysis was performed on the
gantry, which can be considered a Multi-Degree-Of-Freedom (MDOF) system, to accurately calculate
the vibration frequency and amplitude. A comparison between TInRAR and DIC results reported sub-
stantial accordance in detecting gantry’s oscillating frequencies; a predominant oscillation frequency
of 1.33 Hz was identified on the gantry structure by TinSAR and DIC analysis.

Keywords: TInRAR; Digital Image Correlation; RARAD interferometry

1. Introduction

Structural monitoring systems are widely adopted to estimate the behavior of struc-
tures under ambient and forced vibrations in a laboratory or field environment and used
to monitor structures under other excitations, such as earthquakes, traffic, gusts, or live
loads. Standard monitoring techniques usually involve sensors that require full contact
(e.g., accelerometers) [1]. In recent decades, innovative technical solutions for the com-
prehensive and accurate characterization of the dynamic properties of structures have
increased rapidly [2–5]. Remote sensing technologies have been developed mainly for
applications of periodic monitoring and the control of the state of conservation of the struc-
tures [6], known in the scientific literature as “Structural Health Monitoring” (SHM) [7–11].
One of the most effective remote sensing techniques for SHM is Terrestrial Radar Interfer-
ometry (TInRAR) [12,13], which is increasingly used for the rapid assessment of specific
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structural characteristics (such as vibration frequencies, modal forms, oscillation ampli-
tudes, and damping factors) and whose effectiveness is fully proven [2]. From the various
studies [12,14] it was observed that this TInRAR remote sensing technique for SHM appli-
cations could provide results comparable to those obtained through other conventional
‘contact’ monitoring techniques, such as velocimeter or accelerometer, or sensor networks
installed on structures [2,15–17]. Following Schumacher and Shariati [18], which used
the Virtual Visual Sensor (VVS) method to accurately calculate the fundamental vibration
frequency of s’s DOF (single-degree-of-freedom), it is possible to extend the analysis to
multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) and continuous systems as the gantry is [19]. In this case
study, a dynamic analysis of a metal structure was carried out using the TInRAR technique,
which has seen many applications in the literature, but combined with a new application
of Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [20] through PhotoMonitoring TM techniques [21,22].
At the beginning of the 2000s, image processing methods and techniques were designed
and their effectiveness were improved in parallel with algorithms, computing power, and
sensors [23–25]. Digital image processing can be considered one of the most innovative
branches among remote sensing techniques and can identify and detect a structure’s surface
changes [26,27]. The basic concept is that small changes in the intensity value of a moni-
tored pixel with fixed coordinates caused by the vibration of structures can be captured by
employing techniques, such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [18]. In this approach, as
first suggested by Patsias and Staszewskiy [27,28], each pixel of a digital video or photo
taken on a structure can represent a candidate virtual visual sensor (VVS) that can be used
for SHM purposes.

Thanks to high-quality performances and contactless features, some authors have
used ground-based optical and video cameras for structural monitoring purposes [29–31].
Some algorithms and software, e.g., IRIS developed by NHAZCA, have been designed
and produced for PhotoMonitoring applications. The proposed methodology involves
using the FFT to reveal the fundamental frequency of vibration of a pixel by observing the
variation of its intensity over time within a series of digital images [18]. The measurement
of displacements achievable with the DIC analysis technique depends on the sensor type.
Camera type, size, quality and resolution of the sensor, photographic lens, and the distance
between the camera and the scenario being monitored are crucial variables. In the applica-
tion field, the DIC technique allows for monitoring, in a spatially continuous and automatic
way, of the sectors of the scenario characterized by deformation processes. The rate and
trend of displacement can be provide a quantitative estimate [22]. The DIC analyses were
conducted on the IRIS software, taking full advantage of the multi-master analysis module,
which analyses a stack of images. Every single dataset image can be used as a master and a
slave in different and consecutive correlation cycles. Therefore, it is possible to correlate
the n-1 slave images with the n master images, generating at each cycle for the n available
images, n-1 correlation maps, thus obtaining the advantages of reducing environmental
noise, increasing accuracy, and allowing long-term analysis [31] (Figure 1).

For this case study, frames were extracted from the video recorded simultaneously as
the TInRAR acquisition and a multi-master analysis were performed, analysing up to 30 s
of frames (i.e., 1800 images).
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veys [36–38] were carried out on David’s statue for various purposes. In this case, the 3D 
survey was performed using a structured-light 3D scanner from Hexagon Manufacturing 
Intelligence: the StereoScan neo (Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence, 2020). The instru-
ment was developed for automotive industries. Considering his performances and tech-
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statue. In 1998, a Stanford University and Washington University jointed research team, 
headed by Prof. Marc Levoy, carried out a scanning campaign of the statue with a resolu-
tion of 0.29 mm and a dynamic range of 20.000:1 [32,33]. 
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history began in 1563 and occupied the present venue in 1882. The David was moved from 
Piazza Della Signoria to the Galleria in August 1873, and it is hosted by the Tribune de-
signed by architect Emilio De Fabris to host it. The statue rises in the middle of the so-
called La Tribuna room (Figures 2 and 3). Three La Tribuna room sides are open and link 
the room with two other huge rooms as well as a smaller one. 

The last side of the room has a rounded shape. The ceiling is composed of a dome. 
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2. Test Site

Michelangelo Buonarroti’s David is one of the most famous masterpieces worldwide. It
is universally recognised as the icon of the Florentine Renaissance. David has been chosen to
represent Italy at the Expo 2020 Dubai, thanks to his significance and cultural heritage value.
The Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Tourism as well as the Italian Commissariat for Expo
2020 Dubai commissioned the twin of the masterpiece. The development of accurate and
cost affordable 3D surveying techniques and instruments have in recent years permitted
to extend the use of the most cutting-edge technologies and methods to architectural,
environmental, and cultural heritage fields. Some studies [32–35] and surveys [36–38]
were carried out on David’s statue for various purposes. In this case, the 3D survey was
performed using a structured-light 3D scanner from Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence:
the StereoScan neo (Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence, 2020). The instrument was
developed for automotive industries. Considering his performances and technical specs,
such as accuracy in the order of microns, he was exploited to create David’s digital twin1.
The obtained 3D model was then used to realise a real-size 3D print of the statue. In 1998,
a Stanford University and Washington University jointed research team, headed by Prof.
Marc Levoy, carried out a scanning campaign of the statue with a resolution of 0.29 mm
and a dynamic range of 20,000:1 [32,33].

2.1. The Venue

The Michelangelo’s David is hosted in the Galleria dell’Accademia. The Galleria’s
history began in 1563 and occupied the present venue in 1882. The David was moved
from Piazza Della Signoria to the Galleria in August 1873, and it is hosted by the Tribune
designed by architect Emilio De Fabris to host it. The statue rises in the middle of the
so-called La Tribuna room (Figures 2 and 3). Three La Tribuna room sides are open and
link the room with two other huge rooms as well as a smaller one.
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The statue has been sculpted from a single piece of marble and is of considerable size 

high (Table 1).  
It is hosted on a pedestal that is 1.99 m high. A low glass fence rounds the statue 

during the conventional exhibition period to keep visitors far from the statue itself. How-
ever, the fence was temporarily removed to facilitate surveying and monitoring cam-
paigns; although the gantry was designed and sized to be freely moved within the fenced 
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Figure 3. Lateral view map of the David statue on its pedestal within the Galleria dell’Accademia in
Florence. In red is David’s pedestal. Quotes are in metres.

The last side of the room has a rounded shape. The ceiling is composed of a dome.

2.2. The Statue

The statue has been sculpted from a single piece of marble and is of considerable size
high (Table 1).
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Table 1. David’s characteristics.

Total Surface 19.47 m2

Volume 2098 m3

Weight 5.57 tons
Height without pedestal 5.16 m

It is hosted on a pedestal that is 1.99 m high. A low glass fence rounds the statue during
the conventional exhibition period to keep visitors far from the statue itself. However,
the fence was temporarily removed to facilitate surveying and monitoring campaigns;
although the gantry was designed and sized to be freely moved within the fenced area, the
risk of direct contact with the masterpiece and the risk of unexpected damage forced for
fence removal.

2.3. The Gantry

The gantry in Figure 4 is mainly composed of alloy and iron, comprises of a platform,
a central body that can be lifted or lowered thanks to a manual hydraulic actuator, and
support for anchor cameras, scanners, or other sensors on the top.
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The four wheels and the extendible arms (Figure 5) allow for easily moving the gantry
around David’s pedestal and stable measurement positions.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. TInRAR

According to the meaning of its acronym radar, Radio Detection and Ranging, a
radar device can detect and range objects. The radar acquires echoes from the different
targets in its antenna field of view (FOV) [38]. The interferometric technique allows the
calculation of displacements along the instrument-scenario line of sight (LOS) by comparing
the phase information of the emitted and reflected electromagnetic wave at different time
intervals [22]. Real aperture ground-based radar (TInRAR) is a remote sensing technique,
through which simultaneously measuring displacements of numerous points of buildings,
structures, or other anthropogenic and natural elements is possible. Furthermore, thanks
to high data sampling frequencies, enabling both static and dynamic analyses (vibration
measurement) can be carried out at the same time [22].

TInRAR techniques to assess the vibration state of structures, such as bridges, have
been well established since the early 2000s [34,35]. Several papers have been published on
the monitoring of bridges, wind turbine towers [36–38], buildings [39], and towers [40]. In
recent years, several research groups have suggested the development of new systems [38].

The acquisitions were carried out by a radar device marketed by IDS Georadar S.r.l.
with interferometric capabilities: the IBIS-FS. The RAR device is comprised of a sensor
module, a control PC, a power supply unit, and data processing software (Figure 6).

The sensor module transmits an electromagnetic signal at a central frequency of
17.2 GHz (Ku band) with a maximum bandwidth of 200 MHz and an accuracy of up to
0.1 mm. The main characteristics of the sensor are shown in Table 2

Table 2. Main IBIS radar characteristics.

Parameter Operating
Frequency

Max.
Operational

Distance

Max. Range
Resolution

Nominal
Displacement

Accuracy

Max.
Acquisition

Rate

Weight/Battery
Autonomy

Value 17.2 GHz
(Ku band) 1000 m 0.75 m 10−5 m 200 Hz 12 kg/5 h
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3.2. Photomonitoring

PhotoMonitoring is a monitoring solution that exploits the widespread use of opti-
cal/multispectral sensors to obtain information about changes or displacements in the
scene observed, making it an ideal tool for studying and monitoring surface deformation
processes in the context of land and structure control. Photomonitoring is based on the
concept of “digital image processing”, i.e., the manipulation of digital images to obtain data
and information. Analyses can be carried out on datasets of images acquired from the same
type of platform, on the same area of interest, at different times, and can be conducted using
specific algorithms that allow the evaluation of any variation in radiometric characteristics
(Change Detection) and the displacement occurred in the time interval covered by the
acquisition of images (Digital Image Correlation). Different digital approaches can be used
to analyze and manipulate available images, and different types of information can be
extracted depending on the type of image processing chosen, as shown by [41]. Digital
image processing techniques are based on extracting information about changes in the
terrain by comparing different types of images (e.g., satellite, aerial, or terrestrial images)
collected at different times over the same area and scene [42].

DIC (Digital Image Correlation) is an optical-numerical measurement technique capa-
ble of providing full-field 2D surface displacements or deformations of any object. Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) allows quantitatively evaluating the displacement and defor-
mations between two images acquired at different times by analyzing the different pixel
blocks and obtaining a resolution that can increase up to 1/100th of a pixel, as shown in
Figure 7 [42]. According to [43], automatic matching and correlation algorithms can theo-
retically provide a sub-pixel accuracy of about 1/50th of a pixel, although problems such
as image orientation, co-registration, topographic distortion, instrumental and atmospheric
noise, temporal and spatial decorrelations, and co-registration errors are still limitations;
therefore, higher resolution input data are needed [42].

DIC analysis was performed using IRIS software, developed by NHAZCA S.r.l., start-
up of “Sapienza”, University of Rome. By analyzing the data acquired from different
platforms and sensors, the software allows for Change Detection (CD) and Digital Image
Correlation (DIC). The IRIS software allows Digital Image Correlation (DIC) analyses
to be carried out using different algorithms. In this case, the analysis was carried out
using the Phase Correlation (PC) algorithm [44], which is based on a frequency domain
representation of the data, usually calculated through fast Fourier transforms, with a
floating window (Figure 8).
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The video footage was taken using a Redmi Note 8T smartphone with the features
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Redmi Note 8T camera features [45].

Sensor 48.0 MP
Sensor Size 1/2′′

FOV 79.4◦

Video Resolution Full HD 1080p
FPS Video 60 FPS
Aperture f/1.75
Pixel size 0.8 µm

The camera, which is fixed on a sturdy and stable tripod, was positioned to record the
compound displacements in the gantry’s x, y, z axes and the statue of David.

3.3. TInRAR and DIC Surveys

The reported acquisitions with the TInRAR system and camera were performed with
the forklift at the maximum lift (Figure 9).
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The measuring systems were positioned at 45◦ from the gantry longitudinal side and
at a distance of approximately 11 m (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. (a) Top view map of the study area with camera and radar positions (David in green and 
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The optical sensor installed on a tripod recorded 1080p video at 60 fps (60 Hz), pro-
gressive video at 60 frames per second, and a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. The Ground 
Sampling Distance (GSD), i.e., the size of a pixel on the structure, is approximately 5 mm. 

Figure 10. (a) Top view map of the study area with camera and radar positions (David in green and
gantry in red) that shows the field of view (FOV) of the optical sensor and the line of sight (LOS) of
the radar sensor; (b) Frontal map of the study area with camera and radar positions, (in green the
David and in red the gantry).

The optical sensor installed on a tripod recorded 1080p video at 60 fps (60 Hz), pro-
gressive video at 60 frames per second, and a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. The Ground
Sampling Distance (GSD), i.e., the size of a pixel on the structure, is approximately 5 mm.

The radar instrument was mounted on a sturdy tripod equipped with a rotating
head to adjust the orientation of the sensor towards the structure under investigation.
The location and dimension of the measured radar bins are defined by the FOV of the
transmitting and receiving antennas and the range resolution. The bins that correspond to
the highest signal peaks are usually selected to analyze their displacement time series [46].
A control PC manages the sensor unit through standard USB communication, which is
provided with system management software to configure the acquisition parameters, store
the measured data, and show the displacements in real-time (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. (a) Screenshot showing the bins corresponding to the highest peaks of the received
signal identified and selected to show the displacement time series in real-time from the control PC;
(b) Screenshot of the control PC returning the frequency analysis for the selected bins with highest
peaks in real-time.

With the IBIS-S radar, the acquisitions were made at a frequency of 100 Hz, i.e., 100 data
per second, setting a maximum range resolution of 0.75 m to obtain the most significant
possible number of measurement points on the structure (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Simplified diagram of the measurement of displacements along the line of sight (LOS).
The measurements reported in the paper correspond to the star position.

With the positioning adopted, i.e., with the instruments close together, it was possible
to combine the radar’s ability to make measurements along the LOS with the optical
sensor’s ability to make displacement measurements in the plane perpendicular to that of
the line of sight, thus monitoring three different components of displacement (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. View of David from the camera position.

4. Results

This section presents some of the obtained results performing TInRAR and Digital
Image Correlation analysis and comparison. During the acquisition campaigns, the gantry
was moved several times to cover the 294 different scan positions. However, the very
peculiar venue and the incommensurable David’s value put time and space constrictions
on the study. For this reason, the acquisition by TInRAR and camera were carried out from
a single position only. In particular, the TInRAR and camera were put very close with a
minimal Line of Sight dealignment (<3◦).

4.1. DIC Analysis

DIC analyses were performed by processing images through the IRIS software (Figure 14).
In this paper, the cheek and top part of the gantry were analysed.
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Figure 14. Superimposition of DIC analysis’s results on the 2D picture of David statue.

Figure 15 shows the chart of the DIC analysis’ outcomes. The maximum amplitude of
the east-west (horizontal) signal was 0.22 pixels (≈1 mm). The amplitude of the north-south
(vertical) signal was 0.10 pixels (≈0.5 mm). N-S and E-W refer to the pictures vertical and
horizontal axis, respectively.
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4.2. TInRAR

Figures 16 and 17 show deformation charts of the TInRAR signal during the acquisition
campaign on the gantry and the statue’s cheek. The signal recorded on the statue does not
contain any predominant frequency and maintains an amplitude value between 0.1 and
−0.2 mm.
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Figure 16. TInRAR signal. Time is expressed in seconds (x-axis), and amplitude is expressed in mm
(y-axis).
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By plotting results in the frequency domain and visualizing through a spectrogram
(Figure 18), a frequency between 1 and 2 Hz can be identified in the lower-left area of
the chart. The frequency is visible for the first 6 s; it gradually diminishes until a non-
perceivable value after 25 s.
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Figure 19. Spectrogram of the DIC east-west signal.

Figure 20 shows the DIC (red line) signal and TInRAR (blue line) signals in the
frequency domain. The detected frequency is estimated from both monitoring systems
as 1.33 Hz.
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5. Discussion

The two different monitoring techniques, TInRAR and PhotoMonitoring, have pro-
duced comparable results measuring the same gantry structure. Both the signals showed a
1.33 Hz predominant oscillating frequency; the amplitudes witnessed comparable recorded
displacements. The maximum measured displacement was 0.22 pixels (≈1.2 mm) from
the DIC analysis, considering an analysis accuracy of up to 1/50th of a pixel, as reported
by [43] under optimal environmental conditions. From TInRAR monitoring, a maximum
displacement of 1.3 mm was detected. The subtle discrepancy can be explained by the
different geometry of the measuring directions. The TInRAR measures along the direction
of the line of sight, while the DIC analysis provides displacement measurements in a plane
perpendicular to the line of sight. In this case, the north-south and east-west directions were
studied. An angle of ≈45◦ between the longest gantry side and the LOS of both TInRAR
and optical sensor. A perfect alignment between TInRAR and the camera could not be
achieved, as the camera body and tripod may have generated some interference on the
radar measurement. However, a mismatch of less than 4◦ could be considered insignificant;
below this angle, the measurements could still be the line of sight that was obtained during
the gantry direction monitoring. The 0.1-pixel difference between the north-south and the
east-west component was partly due to the design of the gantry structure, which had an
asymmetrical response to the stresses induced by the manual hydraulic elevation system
and was partly related to a geometric and perspective component of the optical system
related to the overall viewpoint.

As mentioned above, the acquisition campaign for DIC analysis was conducted,
maintaining a constant frame rate of 60 frames per second on the camera settings. This
resulted in a minimum time step of 0.016 s. Each chart comprised a time span of 30 s.
The duration was decided in order to assume a substantial disposition of the gantry to
stable behavior. The gantry’s chart (Figure 11) showed that the line’s trend after frame
500 could be interpreted as substantial stability [22]. After an initial perturbating pulse
generated by the movement for increasing or decreasing gantry’s elevation (the moving
system was a manual pneumatic actuator), which imposed an oscillating movement to the
gantry’s body. In the chart in Figure 15, as well as the other charts, this was appreciable as
a saw-teeth shape. However, the oscillation had a constant frequency of 1.33 Hz frames
(0.76 s). From [22], the rigid body scanner was solidly fixed to the gantry’s scanner support
and showed the same behavior.
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A different situation could be seen by looking at Figure 21, showing the measurements
on David’s cheek, which shows a displacement of 0.03 pixels (0.1 mm), a value close to the
error brought by the DIC analysis [43].
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Figure 21. Amplitude chart of the TInRAR signal measured on the statue cheek.

Unlike the behavior recorded for the gantry’s scanner support, the oscillation am-
plitude was smaller of one order of magnitude. Figure 22 shows that from DIC analysis
carried out on the statue, the 1.33 Hz frequency is not present, and no other predominant
frequencies were detected.
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Figure 22. Comparison DIC analysis on the gantry (red) and the statue (light purple) [22].

A step further than Schumacher and Shariati [20] was completed in this work. In par-
ticular, a Virtual Visual Sensor (VVS) method was used, not only to accurately calculate the
fundamental vibration frequency of s’s DOF (single-degree-of-freedom), but also as a multi-
degree-of-freedom (MDOF) and continuous systems as the gantry is [19]. Furthermore,
frequency and amplitude of vibration were given. It is worth mentioning that integrat-
ing results from monitoring using TInRAR technique and PhotoMonitoring allows for
characterizing displacement on three perpendicular axes: the direction of the LOS for TIn-
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RAR, and two dimensions on the perpendicular plane to the LOS of the PhotoMonitoring
sensor (Figure 23).
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6. Conclusions

Two different systems were used to monitor the gantry and the David statue: terrestrial
TInRAR (Terrestrial Interferometric Real Aperture Radar) and PhotoMonitoring techniques.
The statue demonstrated a stable behavior, while on the contrary, the gantry showed a
main oscillating frequency of 1.33 Hz. This frequency was detected by both monitoring
systems, TInRAR and camera. Thanks to the TinRAR technique, the gantry and the statue
were monitored with an accuracy of 0.01 mm. Simultaneously, a Digital Image Correlation
analysis was performed. Even if DIC has lower accuracy, 0.1 mm, it accurately identifies
movement directions on two axes, differently from TInRAR, which is capable of perceiving
displacement in one direction only. A comparison between TinRAR and DIC results
reported substantial accordance in detecting gantry’s oscillating frequencies. It is worth
noticing that the statue survey, made by the Structured Light Scanner, has maintained
accuracy of 0.029 mm, and a dynamic range of more than 200,000:1 [47,48]; scanning a
complex and fragile surface similar to one such as David, in a sensitive and narrow space
such as the exhibition museum venue, requires some ad hoc designed technical solutions,
other than a highly advanced scanner.

In case studies such as this, strong stability is required. Having reliable information
on the object behavior and the sensor support, in terms of oscillations and stability, allows
making more effective planning and reduces pauses and downtimes.

As a general indication, performing observations in a very delicate context, as the one
presented in this paper, could be considered an exception, since TInRAR and Photomoni-
toring are usually applied to the more common contexts, such as landslide monitoring and
structural monitoring. However, the contactless characteristics give the systems a wide
variety of possible applications.
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